Access funding from your local council

Disabled Facilities Grants
A Disabled Facilities Grant is a local council grant. It helps towards the cost of adapting your home to enable you to continue to live there. A grant is paid when the council considers that changes are necessary to meet your needs, and that the work is reasonable and practical.

Who can get a Disabled Facilities Grant
You can claim if you, or someone living in your property, is disabled and:
- you, or the person on whose behalf you are applying, are either the owner or tenant (including licensees) of the property
- you can certify that you, or the person on whose behalf you are applying, intend to occupy the property as your/their only or main residence throughout the grant period - currently five years

A landlord may apply on behalf of a disabled tenant.

Disabled Facilities Grants are available in England, Wales and Northern Ireland only. Scottish residents should contact the social services department of their local council for information on any grants that may be available.

For more information please contact us FREE on:
0800 247 1228
or visit:
www.terrylifts.co.uk

Terry Group Ltd.
Longridge Trading Estate,
Knutsford, Cheshire, WA16 8PR
Fax: 0845 365 5367
email: sales@terrylifts.co.uk
www.terrylifts.co.uk

tel: 0800 247 1228
Solving access problems for more than 40 years

Harmony Through-Floor Lift
Travels between floors smoothly, quietly and safely either seated in our Harmony Compact model or in one of our four wheelchair carrying models.
- Exceptionally smooth and quiet operation
- Usable floor space on the standard wheelchair model is the largest in the UK. The Longer Wider (LW) model is the only through floor lift available in the UK that accommodates all category A & B wheelchairs
- Radio wireless controls in car and at both floors means no unsightly cable trunking
- Wheelchair models have the highest weight capacity available in the UK (39 stone, 250kg).
- Battery back up system in the event of a mains failure
- Minimal builders work with installation in a few days

S7 Xpress Wheelchair Stairlift
The lift is convenient and easy to operate, folds up, parks and has numerous built-in safety features.
- For use on straight or curved staircases
- Indoor or outdoor applications
- Pressure sensitive ramps and undertray stop lift if it encounters an obstruction
- Manual hand-wind for use during power failures, battery back up optional
- Manual release of barrier arms and platform
- Emergency stop buttons
- Key-switched controls for security
- Fold down seat (optional)
- Attendant control (optional)

TSL500 Steplift
Designed to overcome changes in levels up to 500mm
- Provides wheelchair access with the option to maintain pedestrian access with bridging steps. Lift for wheelchair use only. For use inside or outside.
- The lift will travel up to 500mm with a bridging step or alternatively with upper gate protection
- Convenient controls (remote option available) and shallow approach ramp
- Easy installation: suitable for mounting on a smooth flat surface, such as concrete or tarmac and can easily be installed in a day
- Often cheaper than a ramp and can be easily re-sited
- Battery back up in case of power cut
- Low maintenance: annual servicing recommended

TSL1000 Steplift
Designed to overcome changes in level up to 1000mm
- Provides wheelchair access with the option to maintain pedestrian access with bridging steps. Lift for wheelchair use only. For use inside or outside.
- Lift travels up to 1000mm with upper gate protection or 960mm with a triple bridge unit
- Convenient controls (remote option available) and shallow approach ramp
- Easy installation: suitable for mounting on a 100mm concrete base and can easily be installed in less than a day
- Often cheaper than a ramp and can be easily re-sited
- Battery back up in case of power cut
- Low maintenance: annual servicing recommended

Melody 1 Lifting Platform
A short-rise vertical wheelchair lift for use outside or inside.
- For use by either wheelchair or ambulant users for heights up to 1000mm
- Easy to operate, tactile, illuminated constant pressure controls
- Lift carriage finished in attractive, durable stainless steel. RAL colours available as an option
- Upper level gate option is required if the lifting height exceeds 290mm
- Minimal builders work (ground ramp eliminates requirement for a pit)
- Pit option available for internal use if required
- Security options available: Radio Enabler, Radio Isolate
- Polycarbonate infill panels to gate and carriage sides available as an option

Melody 2 Lifting Platform
A long-rise vertical wheelchair lift for use outside or inside.
- For heights up to 3000mm
- Emergency lowering facility
- Easy to operate, tactile, illuminated constant pressure controls
- Lift carriage finished in attractive, durable stainless steel. RAL colours available as an option
- Integral ramp eliminates the requirement for a pit - minimises building work
- Security options available: Radio Enabler and Radio Isolate
- Polycarbonate infill panels to gate and carriage sides available as an option
- Alarm